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Janelle and Corey have had an ongoing love affair for years but because of her over jealous ways
and abortion of their first child, Corey refuses to commit to a serious relationship with her.Amy is
Corey's new love and fiancee but when they take a trip to his hometown to visit his mom thier
relationship takes a turn for the worst when she finds out about the other woman(Janelle) that is in
Corey's life.Both women are determined to hang on to the man that they love and will stop at
nothing to have him. Find out what happens when two women are Crazy In Luv with the same man!
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Great storyline, fun read, a definite page turner too just full of drama. However, it does have some
grammatical errors & my only pet peeve of this book is that the 3 main characters Nelle, Corey &
Amy sound exactly alike! Plz give their own voice & personality - not of just the author.

I can't believe with all the technology today there were as many spelling and grammar errors in this
book. I was also turned off by the drug usage in the storyline. Come on people we African
Americans do more than have sex, fight, and get high. I am disappointed in this book and feel the
writter could have left some of that out and it still would be a page tuner.

This is a title that represents this book to the fullest. To love a man more than you love your own self
has never made since to me. I was truly disgusted with Nelle at first. I couldn't understand why she
kept putting herself in a situation to be hurt but she proved that once she learned to love herself
unconditionally, she realized that she deserved better. Corey was doing to much. He brought all the
drama he was going through on his own self trying to be slick. I thought Nelle was crazy but Amy
had her beat. Amy wasn't as cool and laid back as people thought she was. Her mouth was a
problem. She showed how really obsessed she was in the end. This story proves why it is never
good to play with someone feelings because it can become unhealthy.

Great story line but poorly written. Wrong words were spelled "write." Could be an excellent read if it
were edited.

Nobody told you had to read Crazy in love first before you read the side chic series of books now I
had a better understanding of a Crazy Amy .Nonetheless this book was okay but it wasn't better
than Side chic 1_4 all four books was off the chain

I finished this book this morning. My bf purchased this for me and I was reluctant to reading it at
first. I usually only read best seller books but I figured I would give it a try since it was on my kindle.
The book was very predictable from the beginning. I was ok with this since the story line kept me
reading. The characters in this book at times got very annoying with the situations that they were in
also I had a problem with the way that all of the characters grammar was the same. There should
have been some differences in the way that the characters spoke all of the POV's sounded the
same...example the word "juice box" was used in all 3 POV's. Also there were TOO MANY spelling
and grammatical errors. There's really no excuse for this, especially that amount of errors. If this
story would have had less of a predictable story line and less grammatical errors I would have given
this 5 stars. I don't think I will be reading anymore for this author...just not my style sorry!

This story was crazy, dysfunctional, disturbing and had typos, but with all that stated I could not stop
until it ran its course and I would recommend reading it. The dialog, rhyme and reason or lack of
rational reasoning will keep you reading, if for nothing else than to say "wth" at the conclusion.(3RW
TEAM YELLOW REVIEW)

This was the WORST book I've ever read in my life, I was surprised I even read the whole thing.
The two women sound the exact same first of all. I don't understand some of the reading because of
all the typos and grammar. Have you ever heard of spell check?
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